The Rabbis and Their Legacy:
An Introduction to Rabbinic Judaism

*Thursdays, beginning February 1, 2018 — 7:00–9:00 PM*

**Instructor: Michael Satlow, Professor of Religious Studies and Judaic Studies at Brown University**

People talk about “the rabbis” all the time, but who were they really? The legacy of the rabbis of antiquity (ca. 70-640 CE) is astounding: their texts, among which are the two Talmuds and many books of midrash, have served as the foundation for nearly all forms of Judaism down to the present day. This semester we will take a close look at the historical context in which the rabbis emerged and worked; their literature; their ideas; and their discussions of proper Jewish practice. The class will involve much close reading of rabbinic texts (all presented in English; no prior knowledge required), and we’ll devote a session close to Passover on the Haggadah.

Space is limited, so register today! Call the Temple Office or register online at: [www.teprov.org/Institute/DelveDeeper](http://www.teprov.org/Institute/DelveDeeper)

Delve Deeper is made possible through generous support from the Jewish Alliance of Greater Rhode Island’s Innovation Funding

**Details:**

**Thursdays:**
- February 1, 8, 15, 22
- March 8, 15, 22
- April 12, 19, 26
- May 3 and 10

**Cost:**
- $200 for the semester
- *Note that partial and full scholarships are available! We are very committed to making this course accessible to everyone. Please do not let cost be a barrier!*
The Koffler Bornstein Families Institute of Jewish Studies

Upcoming Lectures & Special Events

Two Composers, Three Opinions: What Makes Music “Jewish”? Lecture Recital by Samuel Zerin

Monday, February 12 – 7:00 PM
Bohnen Vestry

At the dawn of the 20th century, a group of young Russian-Jewish composers sought to develop a uniquely Jewish style of classical music. However, they argued over what could count as authentically Jewish. In this lecture-recital, musicologist Samuel Zerin will discuss his original research on two competing practices: arrangements of Jewish folk melodies; and new works inspired by Torah chant. He will then perform a small group of piano pieces, which represent these different approaches to creating “Jewish” music.

This event is free and open to the public. We ask that you consider making a donation of $5 per person. RSVPs greatly appreciated.

Please visit our website: teprov.org/form/Zerin Lecture or call the Temple Office: 401.331.1616

Upcoming Lectures:

March 21 – 7:30 PM
‘Who is a Jew’ Comes to Africa: A Multimedia Presentation
– Professor William Miles

April 22 – 4:00 PM
When Basketball was Jewish
– Douglas Stark
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Shabbat Chai:
Lively Kabbalat Shabbat Service for All Ages

*First Friday of the Month – 6:00 PM*

Have you heard about Shabbat Chai but did not think it was for you or your family? Well think again! Our friendly format is accessible to anyone who wants to experience lively singing, fabulous musicians and a warm welcome to the Shabbat! Shabbat Chai combines musical instruments with both traditional, spirited Kabbalat Shabbat melodies and some wonderfully exuberant new ones.

The service is interactive, with continuous participation by the congregation.

A 5:45 PM “Pre-Service Oneg” kicks off Shabbat Chai. Enjoy snacks and drinks while shmoozing with your friends in the lobby outside of the Alperin Meeting House Foyer. The service begins at 6:00 PM in the Bohnen Vestry. You may wish to enjoy a wonderful meal following the service.

**Upcoming Dates:**

- **Friday, March 2, 2018**
  - RSVP by Thurs, March 1

- **Friday, May 4, 2018**
  - RSVP by Thurs, May 3
1945
An Arts Emanu-El Film Presentation
Saturday, February 10, 2018 — 7:30–9:30 PM

On a summer day in 1945, an Orthodox man and his grown son return to a village in Hungary while the villagers prepare for the wedding of the town clerk’s son. The townspeople — suspicious, remorseful, fearful, and cunning — expect the worst and behave accordingly. The town clerk fears the men may be heirs of the village’s deported Jews and expects them to demand their illegally acquired property back.

(menemshafilms.com)

Join us for a new, thought provoking film. Discussion and food to follow.

Guest speaker: Dr. Holly Case
History Professor, Brown University

Details:

Cost:
$12 – Online Registration
$15 – At the Door

Location:
Alperin Meeting House

Next Event:
Happy 70th Anniversary, Israel!
May 6 – 7:00 PM

To sign up, please call the Temple Office or register online: teprov.org/form/1945
Purim Events & Schedule
Saturday, February 24, 2018 – Friday, March 2, 2018

Saturday, Feb 24
80’s Purim Bash  8:00–11:00 PM  
Alperin Meeting House
Call the office or sign up online:  
teprov.org/form/purimbash.html

Sunday, Feb 25
Purim Carnival  10:30–11:00 AM  
Families with  
kids 5 & under  
11:00–12:45 PM  
Open to everyone
Purim Spiel  1:15 PM  
Alperin Meeting House

Wednesday, Feb 28
Family First Purim  5:45 PM  
Bohnen Vestry
Eve Extravaganza  
Megillah Reading  6:15 PM  
Main Sanctuary

Thursday, Feb 28th
Megillah Reading  6:45 AM  
Fishbein Chapel

Mishloach Manot Orders
Please stop by the office to pick up a form,  
or place your order online:  
teprov.org/form/mishloach
The deadline to place all orders is Tuesday,  
February 13

Hamentashen Orders
Please call the office to pick up a form, or  
place your order online:  
teprov.org/form/hamentashen-order-form.html
The deadline to place all orders is Wednesday,  
February 21.
Educational Weekend
Friday, March 23 – Sunday, March 25, 2018

People of the Image: Art, Meaning, and History in the Passover Haggadah

with Scholar-in-Residence Professor Marc Michael Epstein

(Note that this date is different than what was previously scheduled)

Join Temple Emanu-El as we welcome Marc Michael Epstein, professor of Religion and Visual Culture at Vassar College and one of the leading experts on illuminated Jewish manuscripts. Professor Epstein will share his research on Medieval Jewish Haggadah art, offering lectures and programs for members of all ages that will help us have a more beautiful and meaningful Passover.

The weekend will include Shabbat services, Friday night dinner, a buffet Kiddush Lunch on Saturday, and continental breakfast on Sunday.

Lectures and Study Sessions to include:

Praiseworthy and Beyond: The Art of Passover
Shabbat Hagadol: Elijah, Messiah, Christians, and Jews
Hasidic Insights on the Haggadah
And a Family-Friendly program for people age 9-99: Art Detectives: The Mystery of the Golden Haggadah

RSVPs are required for Shabbat dinner. More information will be coming soon!
Community Passover Seder

Friday, March 30, 2018 – 6:30 PM

Join us for a traditional Passover Seder led by Rabbi Rachel Zerin.

Catering will be provided by Accounting For Taste LLC, with your choice of Brisket, Poached Salmon in white wine sauce, Chicken Marsala or a Vegetarian option, followed by a luscious dessert. Wine/grape juice and beverages will be included.

Cost - $54.00 per adult
       $36 per child (12 and under)
       Children 3 and under are free

Bring the whole family! Space is limited, so RSVP soon!

To register, call the office or online: teprov.org/form/seder

Registration deadline - March 16
November 2017

Thank you for your generous support of Temple Emanu-El!

**ADULT INSTITUTE**

**IN HONOR OF**

Alvan Kaunfer by Joanna Katsune
Vince Mor & Margret Wool
by Bob & Margie Pelcovits

**ARTS EMANU-EL**

**IN HONOR OF**

Rabbi Wayne Franklin
by Carmela Ilana & her sisters and
Dalia & Zeev Harel

**BERNICE & SAMUEL GERSTEIN FUND**

**IN MEMORY OF**

Samuel Gerstein by Howard & Alva London

**CAMP RAMAH DONATION**

**IN MEMORY OF**

Jerry Garf by Dianne & Martin Newman

**CANTOR MAYER’S DISCRETIONARY FUND**

**IN HONOR OF**

The Kaplan Family
by Samuel & Linda Shamoon
Bev Ehrich & Carl Freedman
and Steve & Wileen Snow
by Howard & Judith Mayer

**CHAPEL FUND**

**IN HONOR OF**

Dalia & Zeev Harel
by Judy Rosenberg
Our 60th wedding anniversary
by Alfred & Arline Blank
Julia Masri
by Marilyn Machlowitz & Edward Katz
Holly Rothemich by Joy Weinbaum
Bev Ehrich & Carl Freedman and
Ellen & Uri Bar-Zemer
by Samuel Miller & Pamela Kaitin-Miller
The Kaplan Family
by Bob & Margie Pelcovits

**IN MEMORY OF**

Barbara Alterman
by Toby Alterman & Anne Destefano
Elise Weisman
by Uri & Ellen Bar-Zemer
Ruth Berkowitz
by Arthur & Judith Bergel, Andrew & Beverly Blazar, and Marilyn & Benjamin Eisenberg
Charles Bolotow & Betty Weinstein
Bolotow by Norman Bolotow
Harry Bornstein
by Sandra & Richard Bornstein
Anna Brill
by Marvin & Florette Brill
Louis Yosinoff  
by Howard & Susan Bromberg

Riva Serebrinsky  
by Boris & Rachel Bronshvayg

Rhoda Umansky Chain  
by Diane Chain Cochran

Paul Gershaman by Joel Cohen & Pamela Gershaman Cohen

Murray A. Cohen by Sylvia Cohen

Claire Bronstein & Ira Davis  
by Jeffrey & Cynthia Davis

Ruth Fixler & Thomas Cohen  
by Arthur Fixler

Sadye Flink by Alan & Renee Flink

Loved ones  
by Carl Freedman & Beverly Ehrich

Selma Hanna by Joan Gadol

Abraham Gordon & Mildred Weintraub  
by Murray & Rosalyn Gereboff

Arthur Greenbaum & James Kittredge  
by Keith Greenbaum

Sydney Grunberg  
by Harriet Grunberg

George Halsband  
by Alan & Harriet Halsband

Erwin Juda by Joyce Juda

Dora Friedman & Jennie Kaminetsky  
by Fredric & Elaine Kamin

Jacob Katz  
by Herbert & Deborah Katz

Isaac Kleinman by Ellen Kleinman

Howard M. Oskern, Lillian Oskern & Harriette Kaplan Rosen  
by Dorothy Koenig

Samuel Kolodney by Zelda Kolodney

Irene Kurtzman & Richard B. Kurtzman by Ronald & Edna Kurtzman

Charles Lappin & Rose Lappin  
by Barbara Lappin

Bessie Leshinsky by Herbert Leshinsky

Milton Levin & Dr. Harold H. Katz  
by Cynthia Levin

Julius Buddy Levin by Robert Levin

Rabbi Eli & Eleanor Bohnen  
by Mayer & Judith Levitt

Ruth Berkowitz  
by Irwin & Dorothy Levy

John Paul Rothemich, Sr.  
by Jacob & Maybeth Licha

Eva Ogens, Benjamin Ogens, Evelyn Magner & Herman Magner  
by Jerome & Frances Magner

Eva Gorman by Sandra Marcowitz

Sally Heimann  
by Sam & Lillian Mendelowitz

Gemia Gamza by Anatoly & Bela Miller

Claudia Yellin  
by Martin & Dianne Newman

Jenny Klein by Marilyn Machlowitz & Edward Katz

Richard Oster by Sandra Oster

Melvin Goldenberg  
by Marc & Debra Page

Hope Iris Finkel & Julius Buddy Levin  
by Ruth Paige Levin

Hope Iris Finkel by Morton Paige

Loved ones by Jill Pearlman

Sadie Rosenzweig  
by Fred & Marcia Rosenzweig

Louis Yosinoff  
by Fred & Sally Rotenberg
Hope Iris Finkel & Julius Buddy Levin
by Ruth Paige Levin
Hope Iris Finkel by Morton Paige
Loved ones by Jill Pearlman
Sadie Rosenzweig
by Fred & Marcia Rosenzweig
Louis Yosinoff by Fred & Sally Rotenberg
Betha Schattner
by Marilyn & Dietrich Rueschemeyer
Selma Engel by Bonnie Ryvicker
Ida Newman by Lillian Schwartz
Loved Ones
by Abe & Larisa Shapiro and
Susan & William Sikov
Jenny Gadol Hanna Spater
by Shirley Spater
Erna Oelbaum by Gisele Terry
Selma Goldman
by Kenneth & Joanne Tolchinsky
Mark Jagolinzer by Harriet Traugott
Daniel S. W. Abrams
by Marion Wachtenheim
David Schoenfeld
by Polly Wachtenheim
Emily Seltzer by Larry & Joyce Wacks
Enid Witt Newfeld, Norman Witt & Leon Weissman by Frederick & Sue Witt
Dr. Herman “Tim” Sugarman & Ida Wolpert
by Shirley Wolpert
Gregory Zakrofsky by Sonya Zakrofsky

DAVID & BRENDA KORN FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Ruth Berkowitz by David & Brenda Korn
and Arline & Norman Elman

Lenore Cerel by David & Brenda Korn

GENERAL FUND
DONATIONS BY
Jack & Betty Poljak
Jane McIlmail
Chris Brody
Neil Brafman & Judith Bender

IN HONOR OF
Paul Stouber
by Alisa & Laurence Kotler-Berkowitz
Amy & Steve Subotnik
by Robert & Margie Pelcovits

IN MEMORY OF
Peter & Judith Wegner by Jane Martin

GLORIA LEVITT FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Gloria Levitt by Linda Levitt

KESHER
DONATION BY Herman Rose

MUSEUM FUND
IN HONOR OF
Vince Mor & Margaret Wool
by Arthur & Judy Robbins
Sarah & Adam Masri
by Lawrence & Ruth Page
Laura & Jonathan Gross
by Lawrence & Ruth Page

IN MEMORY OF
Ruth Berkowitz & Mort Gray
by Lawrence & Ruth Page
Nov.–Jan. Donations

**KIDDUSH FUND**

IN HONOR OF
Kenny & Leah Hersh  
*by Holly & David Rothemich*

Marilyn Katz  
*by Martin & Dianne Newman*

Abigail Regina Bram  
*by Mark Bram & Katya Ginzburg-Bram*

Vince Mor & Margaret Wool  
*by William & Loiza Miles*

IN MEMORY OF
Cecilia & Joseph Katz  
*by Deborah Katz*

John Rothemich, Sr.  
*by Marc & Debra Page and Kenneth Hersh & Leah Ehrenhaus-Hersh*

Claudia Yellin  
*by Martin & Dianne Newman*

**PRAYER BOOK FUND**

IN MEMORY OF
Esther Levitt  
*by Naomi Lipsky*

Bertha Banks  
*by Nan & Allen Banks*

**PURIM SPIEL FUND**

IN MEMORY OF
Jerry Garf  
*by Howard & Susan Bromberg*

**RABBI ELI & ELEANOR BOHNEF FUND**

IN MEMORY OF
Ruth Berkowitz  
*by Mayer & Judith Levitt*

**RABBI FRANKLIN’S DISCRETIONARY FUND**

IN HONOR OF
The Kaplan & Paldi Family  
*by The Subotnik Family*

**RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND**

IN HONOR OF
The Masri Family  
*by Martin & Dianne Newman*

Bev Ehrich & Carl Freedman  
*by Alan & Evelyn Brier*

Nicole & Gary Katzman  
*by Martin & Dianne Newman*

**SHABBAT CHAI**

DONATIONS BY
Maxine Wolfson & Paul Hossfield  
Shandelle Kenler
Susan Deblasio  
Michael & Paula Goldberg  
Avram & Maxine Cohen  
Howard & Janice Shapiro  
Sandra Marcowitz  
Carl Freedman & Beverly Ehrich  
Lila Winograd  
Kathryn Blessing  
Marnee Colburn  
Alan Flam & Judith Semonoff  
Michael Goldenberg  
Miguel & Christine Rojas  
Moshe & Ilona Berman  
Daniel Zussman & Rebecca Brenner  
Arthur & Judy Robbins  
Ronald Shufrin  
Nathan & Karen Beraha  
Frederic Reamer & Deborah Siegel  
Karen Drucker-Stern  
Cornelis & Kathryn deBoer  
Henri Flikier & Ann Miller  
Joyce Rose

IN HONOR OF
Our 45th wedding anniversary  
*by Richard & Bernice Weiner*

Cantor Brian Mayer  
*by Carmela Ilana & her sisters and Zeev & Dalia Harel*
Cantor Brian Mayer & Lynn Torgove
and Steve & Wileen Snow
by Carl Freedman & Beverly Ehrich

Cantor Brian Mayer & Lynn Torgove by
Martin & Dianne Newman

Vincent Mor & Margret Wool
by Mayer & Judith Levitt and
Karen Drucker-Stern

Bev Ehrich & Carl Freedman
by Mayer & Judith Levitt, Steve & Wileen
Snow and Seth Kurn & Barbara Harris

Robert Cable by Betsy Singer Cable

Cantor Brian Mayer by Shandelle Kenler

Bev Ehrich & Carl Freedman and
Wileen & Steven Snow
by Arthur & Judy Robbins

IN MEMORY OF
John Rothemich, Sr., Jerry Garf,
Dr. Claudia Yellin, Kerry Olson
& Bert Schneider
by Nathan & Karen Beraha

Ruth Berkowitz
by Sruel & Phyllis Oelbaum

Ryan Mayer by Steve & Wileen Snow

SOULFUL SHABBAT

DONATIONS BY
Stephen & Ceceley Chambers
John Landry & Rochelle Rosen
Linda Dunleavy
Maria Kasparian
Bonnie Ryvicker
Daniel Kertzner
Bruce Phillips & Judith Kaye
Rebecca & Joanna Kislak Brown
Patricia Raskin
Frederic Reamer & Deborah Siegel
Jill Pearlman
Samuel Miller & Pam Kaitin-Miller
David Hirschberg & Cheryl Greenfield

Louis Gitlin & Nora Howard-Gitlin
Antonio Sabella III
Avram & Maxine Cohen

YOUTH ACTIVITIES FUND

IN HONOR OF
Margret Wool & Vince Mor
by Moshe & Toby Liebowitz

Carl Freedman & Bev Ehrich
by Steven & Libby Peiser

IN MEMORY OF
Kerry Olson by Martin & Dianne Newman
Claudia Yellin by Steven & Donna Goliger

December 2017

CHAPEL FUND

DONATIONS BY
Steven & Joan Graff
Moshe & Toby Liebowitz

IN MEMORY OF
Sue Witt
by Mike & Michelle Lucchetti, Fred & Marilyn Nelson, Evan & Justine Nelson, Milena & Alana Nelson

Solomon Stein by David & Deborah Katz
Isaac Kleinman by Ellen Kleinman
Abraham Graff by Steven & Joan Graff
Irving Schwartz by Harry & Janine Schwartz
Lester H. Goldstein by Fred & Lori Polacek
Charles Bolotow & Betty Weinstein Bolotow
by Norman Bolotow
David Schoenfeld by Polly Wachtenheim
Sue Witt by Kim Gilbert
Lynn Markoff
by Ron Markoff & Stephanie Markoff
Nov.–Jan. Donations

Lillian Kosch by Robin & Yoram Ringer
Melvin Goldenberg by Marc & Debra Page
Claire Bronstein by Jeffrey & Cynthia Davis
Sophie Samdperil by Ruth Samdperil
Selma Engel by Bonnie Ryvicker
Lila Landau by Robert & Lesley Landau
Hadassah Davis by Abby Davis
Muriel Leach by Susan Deblasio
David Eydes & Gita L. Eides by Alex & Mira Eides
Esther D. Pullman & Barry Levine by Edward & Barbara Feldstein
Charles Samdperil & Sophie Samdperil by Michael & Terry Schuster
Maxwell Kahn by Charles & Susan Kahn
Jack I. Sragow by Richard & Roanne Licht
Charles Samdperil by Ruth Samdperil
Sylvia Bromberg by Judy & Jay Rosenstein
Loved Ones by Arkady & Margarita Mamaysky
Daniil Bilik by Milada Bilik
Barbara Elman Epstein & Benny Epstein by Nathan Epstein
Ida Gozonsky by Edwin & Dorothy Gozonsky
Morris Kirshenbaum by Allen & Marsha Kirshenbaum
Sydney Grunberg by Harriet Grunberg
Florence Weintraub by Michael & Michael Fink
Sadye Flink by Alan & Renee Flink
Marvin Holland by Zelda Kolodney
Helen Bloom by Alfred & Arline Blank
Aidlya Ashke & Gertz Mezhberg by Leyba & Ennya Mezhberg
Ida Leshinsky by Herbert Leshinsky
Arthur Greenbaum by Keith Greenbaum
Charlotte Abrevaya by Jacob & Maybeth Lichaa
Joseph Sirota by Ronnie & Stephen Sirota
Slava Vilenskaya by Jeffrey & Jessica Brier
Hope Iris Finkel by Morton Paige
Ruth Fixler by Arthur Fixler
Samuel Labush by Kenneth & Joanne Tolchinsky
Naomi Grueneberg by Joyce & Larry Wacks
Sue Ann Witt by Jerome & Marsha Henkin
Rhoda Umansky Chain by Diane Chain Cochran
Aimee Lichaa by Jacob & Maybeth Lichaa
Libby Aron by Fred & Sally Rotenberg
Richard Isaacs by Michael & Mindy Isaacs
Julius Buddy Levin by Robert Levin
Frances Flink by Alan & Renee Flink
Isaac Ellman by Richard & Bernice Kumins
Selma Hanna by Joan Gadol
Avid J. Chiron by Martin & Dianne Newman
Freida Schweber, Beatrice Heimann, Benjamin Mendelovitz, Sally Heimann and Jennie Marder by Sam & Lillian Mendelovitz
Ruth Berkowitz by Arthur & Judith Bergel
Simon Bronstein & Harold Yoffa by Marc & Ann Richman
Lucy & Max Spitalny  
by Lawrence & Marilyn Katz

Murray A. Cohen by Sylvia Cohen

Daniel Podrat by Donna & Kenneth Podrat

Dr. Herman “Tim” Sugarman  
by Shirley Wolpert

Bess Levin by Cynthia Levin

Loved Ones by Abe & Larisa Shapiro

Barbara Miller by Dorothy Marcowitz

Eva Gorman & Sam Gorman  
by Sandra Marcowitz

Dora Friedman & Jennie Kaminetsky  
by Fredric & Elaine Kamin

Julius Buddy Levin by Paige Levin

Sue Witt by Kim Gilbert

Alfred Goldberg by Adele Espo

Herman Selya by Susan Rosen

Edward & Florence Weiner  
by Bernice & Richard Weiner

Helen Miller by Robert & Luisa Miller

Evelyn Gersten by Michael & Mindy Isaacs

Frances F. Friedman by Howard Mandell

Pearl Kaplan Loeber by Lawrence Kaplan

Barbara Strudler Wallston & Sue Ann Witt  
by Martin & Dianne Newman

Sue Ann Witt by Jeffrey & Rosalie Wolf

Barbara Bram by Leon Bram

Rose Bercovic by Jeanette Bornstein

Edith Granoff by Leonard & Paula Granoff

Ruth Bromberg by William Bromberg

DAVID & BRENDA KORN FUND  
IN HONOR OF

David & Brenda Korn  
by Mr. & Mrs. Steven Flammey

GENERAL FUND  
DONATIONS BY

Jack & Betty Poljak
Eva & Joshua Gutman
Joyce Nelson
Paul & Roberta Segal
Neil Brafman & Judith Bender

KESHER  
DONATION BY Herman Rose

JERROLD & BARBARA LAVINE  
TORAH TUTOR FUND  
DONATION BY Jerrold & Barbara Lavine

LEONARD C. MANDELL  
MUSICAL FUND  
IN MEMORY OF

Leonard Mandell by Howard Mandell

RONALD C. & LYNN C.  
MARKOFF FUND  
IN MEMORY OF

Lynn C. Markoff by Stephen & Mona Poyta

KIDDUSH FUND  
IN HONOR OF

Kenny & Leah Hersh  
by Holly & David Rothemich
Marilyn Katz  
by Martin & Dianne Newman

Miriam Abrams-Stark & Marvin Stark  
by Frederic Reamer & Deborah Siegel
Abigail Bram by her Grandparents
IN MEMORY OF
John Rothemich, Sr.
by Kenneth Hersh & Leah Ehrenhaus-Hersh and Marc & Debra Page

PRAYER BOOK FUND
DONATIONS BY
Fred & Sally Rotenberg
Miguel & Christine Rojas
Bob & Margie Pelcovits

IN HONOR OF
Sam Shamoon by Linda Shamoon

IN MEMORY OF
Monroe & Joann Berrol
by Amy Berrol & Susan Havens
Jay Kaufman by Sandra Oster
Antonio & Eva Sabella by Antonio Sabella III
Melvin Asterken by Lee Frankl
Judith Romney Wegner by Michael Goldenberg

RABBI FRANKLIN’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
DONATIONS BY
Steve Blazar
Lee Frankl

RABBI ZERIN’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
IN HONOR OF
Rabbi Zerin by Bruce Phillips & Judith Kaye

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND
IN HONOR OF
Miriam Abrams-Stark & Marvin Stark
by Karen Drucker-Stern

January 2018

ADULT INSTITUTE
IN HONOR OF
Karen Drucker-Stern and Morty Miller
by Joanna Katsune

ANNUAL FUNDRAISER
IN MEMORY OF
Sidney Zussman and Natalie Frances Lederman by Seth Kurn & Barbara Harris

DONATION BY Bromberg/Rosenstein Family

CANTOR MAYER’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Ryan Mayer by Samuel & Judith Greenblatt

CHAPEL FUND
IN HONOR OF
Alice Eichenbaum
by Lawrence & Marilyn Katz
Carol Gualtieri by Dorothy Winn

IN MEMORY OF
Joseph Ovadia by Victor Allen
Roza Malyuta by Svetlana Artemova
Sofia Fidler by Svetlana Artemova
Herman Weisman by Ellen & Uri Bar Zemer
Helen Smith by Harriet Baron
G. Henry and Beatrice Cone by Alfred & Arline Blank
Evelyn and Milton Blazar by Andrew & Beverly Blazar
Esther Bornstein by Richard & Sandra Bornstein

DONATION BY

Temple Emanu-El

Nov.–Jan. Donations
Sue Witt by Alan & Evelyn Brier
Herman Bromberg by William Bromberg
Herbert Singer and Laura Chakrin Cable by Betsy Singer Cable & Rob Cable
Madeline Cohen and David Cohen by Gerald & Esta Cohen
Nathan Ralph Balis by Sylvia Cohen
Eleanor Dwares by Elaine Creem
Samuel Ehrenhaus by Abraham & Marilyn Ehrenhaus
Lillian Silverman by Abraham & Marilyn Ehrenhaus
Vera Yale by Alex & Mira Eides
Lillian Elman by Nathan Epstein
Shayna Epstein by Nathan B. Epstein
Clifford Felder by Fred Felder
Alex Flikier by Henri Flikier & Ann Miller
Nathan Flink by Renee & Alan Flink
David Weintraub by Rosalyn & Murray Gereboff
Annabel Mutchnick by Marcia Gerstein
William Golditch, Shirley Richards and Mella Malenbaum by Marian Golditch
Sally Gordon by Norman Gordon
Louis Granoff by Leonard & Paula Granoff
Robert Greenbaum by Keith Greenbaum
Lonia Fishman by Eva & Joshua Gutman
Marcia Halsband and Anna Halsband by Alan & Harriet Halsband
Marjorie B. Horowitz by Ruth Horowitz & David Christenen
Ruth and Joseph Adelson by Paula Izeman
Mary Freidman by Paula Izeman
Joel Franklin Gurwitz by Deborah & Herbert Katz
Moisey Fridkin and Minya Fridkina by Raisa & Lev Khaykin
Florence Fayer by Ellen Kleinman
Bertha Harriet and Joseph Kolodney by Zelda Kolodney
Claire L. Korn by Dr. David & Carol Korn
Rose Kroll by Carol Kroll Kahn & Robert Renck
Benjamin Kurtzman by Ron & Edna Kurtzman
Mamie Balkan by Barbara Lappin
Claire Katz Pincus and Celia H. Katz by Cynthia Levin
Dr. Nathan Levitt by Judith & Mayer Levitt
Nathan R. Balis by Beverly Loebenberg
Sadie Marcowitz by Sandra Marcowitz
Meryl Lee Blumenthal by William & Roberta McLaughlin
Bella Mendelovitz, Rose Becker, Ida Shogel & Adolf Heimann by Sam & Lillian Mendelovitz
Julius Heimann by Lillian & Sam Mendelovitz
Adam Jay Mendelson by Carolyn Mendelson
Naftaly Gamza by Bela & Anatoly Miller
Avis Jane Cardozo by Howard Myers
Sylvia Myrow by Marilyn Myrow
Nov.–Jan. Donations

Sue Witt  
by Sheila Gold, Samuel Greenstein, Paula & Larry Meyerson, Barbara & Melvyn Reich

Loved ones by Nan & Allen Banks

Eugenie Massouda by Laila Ovadia

Harry Katz and Isadore Katz  
by Ruth & Larry Page

Sally & Victor Hittner  
by Eunice & Robert Perrotti

Mimi Spatt and Rose Plitt  
by Arthur & Miriam Plitt

Celia Podrat by Kenneth & Donna Podrat

Chana Gordon  
by Professor & Mrs. Marc Richman

Miles Goldberg by Joyce & Steve Rongo

Betty Brooks by Fred & Marcia Rosenzweig

Nat Rosenzweig  
by Fred & Marcia Rosenzweig

Lee Ryvicker by Bonnie Ryvicker

Morris Satloff by Robert Satloff

Russell & Celia Schwartz  
by Stanley & Naomi Schwartz

Herman Selya by Hon. & Mrs. Bruce Selya

Seymour Sikov by William & Susan Sikov

Gerald Shaulson by Wileen & Steven Snow

David Kahanovsky by Leona Spilka

Eva Jacobson by Polly Wachtenheim & family

Annabel Mutchnick  
by Richard & Niecie Weiner

Joseph Weintraub  
by Sidney & Sonia Weintraub

Rose Weintraub by Sidney & Sonia Weintraub

Bernice T. White  
by Steven White & Donna Summer

Kathryn Wintman  
by Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Wintman

Irving Wolpert by Shirley Wolpert

Shirley Sadler by Patricia & Kenneth Zoller

Donation by David Korn and Carol Scheman

BEA & ARCHIE FAIN FUND

In honor of

Seth Kurn by Elaine & Barry Fain

GENERAL FUND

Donations by

Bromberg/Rosenstein Family
Marcia Spindell

In Memory of

Ida & Irving Morse by Rosalyn Edelberg

Estelle Fradin by Barbara Greenberg, Arnold & Sheila Kaufman, Stacy & Doug Emanuel, and Alex & Lisa Kaufman

Eleanor Lewis by David C. Lewis

JOSEPH & BARCI THALER MEMORIAL FUND

In Memory of

Leslie Feldstein by Jill & Michael Thaler

MUSEUM FUND

In Memory of

David Rothmich and Natalie Frances Lederman  
by Duffy & Larry Page
KIDDUSH FUND
IN HONOR OF
Emma Jeanne and Lee LeMarche
by Ruth Paige Levin

Alice Eichenbaum
by Saul Martin and Cary Eichenbaum

IN MEMORY OF
Jerry Shapiro by Richard & Rhoda Shapiro
Lillian Yohalem by Nan & Allen Banks

RABBI FRANKLIN’S
DISCRETIONARY FUND
IN HONOR OF
Arielle Miles by Robert & Margie Pelcovits

IN MEMORY OF
Jonathan Gutman by Debbie Mann Jacobs
Louis Wiseman by Irving & Marian Wiseman
David E. Seigle by Mr. & Mrs. Harris Rosen

DONATION BY Daniel Zussman

ROMNEY-WEGNER JUDAIC
LECTURE FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Judith Romney Wegner
by Sue-Rita Goldstein & Meyer Goldstein

SHABBAT CHAI
DONATIONS BY
Howard & Janice Shapiro
Seth Kurn & Barbara Harris
Adam & Nora Salomon
Samuel Havens & Audrey Kupchan
Alan & Sara Verskin
Miguel & Christine Rojas
Michael & Paula Goldberg
Kevin & Amy Olson
Stanley & Naomi Schwartz
Antonio Sabella III
Avram & Maxine Cohen
Carl Freedman & Beverly Ehrich
Saul Martin & Alice Eichenbaum
Jessica Geller
Daniel Zussman & Rebecca Brenner
Robert & Beatrice Swift
Ronald Shufrin
Kathryn & Cor deBoer
Patricia Glazer & Robert Egan

IN MEMORY OF
Natalie Frances Lederman, Sidney Zussman,
Sue Witt and Esther Levitt
by Nathan & Karen Beraha

Sidney Zussman by Pat Glazer & Bob Egan

YOUTH ACTIVITIES FUND
IN HONOR OF
Lee LaMarche Mazel by Fred & Sally Rotenberg

ZIMET FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Natalie Frances Lederman, Jonathan Gutman
and Esther Levitt by Dianne & Martin Newman
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